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A SPECIAL SWISS/AMERICAN SOUVENIR COVER
A .H .P .S . mem-
ber George
Wettach , for
the benefit
of A .H .P .S .'
New Jersey
Chapter No .1,
has produced
a most attrac-
tive souvenir
cover, as pic -
tured at left.

It commemor -
ates the 100th
birthday of
O.A. Ammann of
Schaffhausen
and New York,
and features
as cachet the
special Swiss
stamp issued

earlier this year, as well as the US stamps which show the George Washington
and the Verrazano-Narrows bridges, both designed by Ammann . The covers were
postmarked on Ammann's birthday, March 26, at the New York NY Washington
Bridge	 Station -- this cover thus being quite a maximum article!

The covers are $1 . each, or three for $2 .50 . A stamped, addressed envelope
MUST be	 included

	

(size 10) for each order . They may be ordered, while the
supply lasts, from American Helvetia Philatelic Society, POB 261, Fair 	 Lawn
NJ 07410.

Thanks, George Wettach, for an unusual A .H .P .S . special, first in a series .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; PART 73

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS . By Fe Lx Ganz ; with valuable help by M . Rutherfoord.

Machine cancellations were
introduced in Switzerland
in 1911 -- relatively late
in comparison to many
other countries . In Sep -
tember of that year an
American "Flier"machine

was experimentally instal-
led at Bern 1 (main p .o .),
It produced cancellations
consisting of two parts:
the date CROWN, showing town
name, hour of the day, date, year, and often the office ' s division (dispatch
section ; letter expedition ; etc .) and/or a decoration in form of stars or fleu-
rons ; and the usually rectangular-size killer, defacer, canceller, slogan, or
propaganda slug, or (as it will be referred to here) FLAG (Fig .1).

The positions of crown and flag are not transposable . Initially, and following
U .S . custom, the two parts always were inserted as shown above : crown at left
and flag at right . This assured legibility of the town name and the date, but
did not exactly enhance the postage stamps so obliterated . In subsequent years
this arrangement also reduced the legibility of the message contained in the
flag -- once the advertising value of these flags had been realized .

	

Since
Swiss stamp collectors as a whole also abhor(_red) and therefore rejected) all
flag–canceled, loose stamps because of the "prison bar"-like killer lines or
because of the partial slogan texts (reducing the value of such stamps to about
10% of catalogue), the postal authorities, about 1940, ordered a switch inposi-
tions . After a transitional period of about 4 years (during which positions can
be encountered either way) Swiss machine cancellations uniformly showed the
slogan at left and the crown at right . This procedure not only is acceptable to
most stamp collectors (since the stamp receives a circular date strike, often
cleaner than a hand strike) but it spawned a new collection
specialty as well : sock-on-the-nose strikes which command a
nice premium provided that the total crown (but nothing
else) appears on a single stamp . (Fig .2)

The experimental, first " Flier " machine used in Bern was
furnished with four different flags, supposedly distin -
guishing by letters at the lower left the origin of the
mail (from letter box, over the counter, transit, regis-
tered ;

	

Fig . 3 - 6) . The envisaged system was much too complicated, however,

and the lour flags are found interchangeably, with "C" the common one . "D" is
scarcish; "R" is scarce (about $20 .) ; and "T" is outright rare (over $50 .) .
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The prices given were realized at very recent auctions in Switzerland . Watch -
ing out for some of these 1911-12 Bern 1 cancellations thus is a worthwhile
undertaking!

After an initial period of use, and after scrapping the four different letter
flags in favor of a completely neutral one (Fig .7) the experimental American
machine was found to fulfill its objectives very well.
-Therefore, additional machines of the same type were
ordered for larger offices where the mail flow
exceeded 10,000 pieces of letter/card/printed matter mail
per day .	 Zürich, Basel 1, Genève, Lausanne, Winter -
thur, St .Gallen and -- gradually, as mail flow in-
creased -- other towns or cities such as Biel/Bienne,
Neuchatel, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Lugano, Bellinzona, Lu -
zern, Chur, Thun, Fribourg, Solothurn, Olten,etc., as
well as some branch offices in the largest cities (Zürich 3 Bahnhof ; Genève 11
Stand, etc .) were furnished with these machines . An experimental machine also
was stationed and displayed at the 1914 Bern National Exhibition (Fig .8)

The time of day, in the very first years of use, was shown in num -
bers from 1 - 24 ; but the outbreak of World War One precluded Ger -
many's introducing the new and contemplated round-the-clock hourly
count, and thus Switzerland recut all her crowns' hour plugs to
I - XII (a .m .) and 1 -12 (p .m .), only to reintroduce the 1 - 24
counting system in 1919 - 20!

1912 also saw the experimental introduction of a Norwegian "KRAG"
machine at Basel 2 . Its system consisted of covering the entire upper part of
a piece of mail with a continuous, roller-type marking . produced from a wheel
with two crowns and two killers (or later slogans) .

	

The initial five line wavy
lines killer, used for part of 1912 only, is quite rare (Fig .9) while the seven
wavy lines killer, introduced very late in 1912 and used for about ten years,
is common (Fig.10) . For a few years this Krag machine produced slogan cancel -
lations too, for the Basel Annual Swiss Industries Fair (Mustermesse) . In 1920
and 1921 one of the two alternatingly impressed slogan slugs advertised the
fair in German while the other slogan had the same message in French! It is
quite rare that one finds both language slogans in complete form on the same
piece of mail (Fig .11) .

Some other
experimental
machines were
given trials
too, for
shorter or
longer peri -
ods . These
types will be

mentioned later in this overview ; but with the exception of a rather recent
acquisition of a great number of German Klüssendorf machines, recognizable by
their large 28 mm crown

	

the Swiss postal authorities as a whole stuck by their
original choice of the American Flier machine.
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MY FAVORITE SWISS COVER . By Roger Hinze

The illustrated Swiss cover, while actually bearing several Swiss stamps
canceled

	

on their first day of issue (but from Basel instead of Bern)
is my favorite cover because of what it contained : a complete set of the
1953 Pro Juventute stamps, stamp booklet, "insect" sheet (B229a), a clipping
from the PTT announcement illustrating the various tête-bêche and joined
value combinations available and an invoice from the dealer who provided
all this, for 20 francs (then $4 .70) . He apologized for having to charge for
the postage -- he needed packing materials and normally sent goods postpaid!

This was my introduction to Swiss postage stamp collecting .

	

I had started
with U.S . stamps in the middle '40s while in high school . Two years of

college, a job and then two years' service in the Army (1951-53) had given me
little time to think about my hobby . A chance announcement about the up-
coming issue of the 1953 Pro Juventute stamps in a philatelic magazine and a
desire to start collecting another country spurred me on to write to the
first dealer I could locate in Switzerland : Walter Abt (father ; ed .), in
Basel . The above cover with its contents was the result .

	

But, sadly, I soon
found little time to continue what could have been the basis of a nice col-
lection .

	

A full-time job, back to college in the evening to finish degree
requirements, marriage, family, transfers ; all these events put my hobby on
the shelf until 1971 when I introduced my growing children to the wonderful
world of stamps .

	

I haven't put away my hobby since!!
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NEWS, BRIEFS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR PRO-TEM ' S BINS

You may have noticed considerably better looking advertisements in TELL of late.
They are

	

the work of A .H .P .S . member Paul Ickeringill, of NY state, who with
this issue has become assistant, associate, or whatever editor of TELL through
the end of 1979, in charge of special tasks, including all advertising.

After a month in Europe (where U .S . dollars disappear as fast as rainwater in
the Gobi Desert if one is a tourist and not a native) it must be stated that it
is good to be back . Having left one day prior to that ill-fated DC10's horrible
crash, the return to Chicago, by DC8, was somewhat eerie ; but all went well,
and the unattended mail pile was only two feet high at the college and one foot
high at home . THANKS FOR NOT WRITING, as requested!

European auctions currently are bringing almost unbelievable bidding and con -
sequently huge prices for outstanding material . There were several major auc -
tions every weekend in April and May (before stamp collecting slows down for
the summer -- or does it?) . American bidders, already at a big disadvantage be-
cause of the de- or inflated dollar, will have to learn to adjust to European
bidding (which no longer permits the acqusition of bargains, at half Scott .)
Frankly, Scott is so completely out of line with actuality when it comes to
prices for Swiss stamps that a serious collector must consider it worthless.

We welcome the return of Zumstein & Cie . into our advertising section . In ad -
dition, two pieces of information should be shared with our readership : 1) Mr.
Hertsch, boss of Zumstein & Cie . and principal editor of the annual Zumstein
catalogues, has given TELL the permission to publish, in English translation,
selected pages from the Zumstein "Specialized ." This will be of great benefit
to non-German-speaking users of this handbook ; and the current issue features
the first instalment of these translations . . . 2) Mr . Hertsch also confirmed
that the long-delayed "Catalogue of Essays and Proofs of Switzerland" will re -
ceive a major push this coming winter . So far only three instalments have ap -
peared in the Berner	 Briefmarkenzeitung (BBZ) : No . 5/6, 1971, Cantonal issues;
No . 9, 1971, Rayon issues and Strubel stamps ; and No .12, 1971, Issue of 1862-
81 (Seated Helvetia) . It will be attempted -- so far the rumor -- to complete
these chapters during 1979-80 and to include all material and findings in the
next Zumstein "Specialized" which will be issued late in 1980 or early 1981.

The BBZ of April, 1979 (No.4, 1979) contains a report on a very dangerous fake
of the Pro Aero MINT stamp of 1938 (of which only a handful exist genuine) . It
was issued to collectors in used form only at the time ; but a few mint copies
slipped through, somehow . The faker, probably as a result of relentless demand
by collectors who refuse used or canceled stamps, has obliged, and if you are
willing to acquire a fake for about

	

SFr . 8000 . or so, you will probably be
successful!!

	

The fake is very well executed . Only immediate recognizing

	

fac -
tor : the basic stamp on which the fake overprint was added is of a different
hue in both

	

the red and the gray colors, and the black overprint is a bit too
shiny and blackish when compared to the authentic pieces . PLEASE BEWARE.
(Subscription to the BBZ, per year, is SFr.27½ by seamail. Text:German & French).

POSTAL HISTORY STUDYGROUPNEWS
The A .H .P .S . Postal History Study Group exists to serve as a forum for the ex-
change of information on all facets of Swiss postal history .

	

After two years'
lapse the special bulletin of this Group has resumed publication . Plans call
for four issues each year . Contents will include original articles and notes,
translations, auction results, news of members and anything else of postal his-
tory nature .

	

Chairmanship of the group has recently passed from Harlan Stone
to Chuck LaBlonde (NOTE HIS NEW MILITARY RANK) . Anyone desiring more inform -

ation should contact the new chairman at one of the two addresses below . -- At
present, PHSG membership is free to paid-up A .H .P .S . members who have an active
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interest in postal history of Switzerland.
Addresses : From the USA : Lt Col Charles LaBlonde USAF ; EOARD - Box 14 ; FPO NY

09510 (domestic rate postage);
From elsewhere : Lt Col Charles LaBlonde USAF ; EOARD - Edison House;

223 Old Marylebone Road ; London NW1 5TH, England (foreign rate postage).

NOTE : The June issue of PHSG contains an index to previous issues (Nos . 1 - 9),
a book review on Noël's Catalogue on French Entry Marks (cost 40 Ffr .), and a
request for help with those strange spiral markings encountered on early let-
ters, such as the one shown as the second illustration in June TELL, p . 133.

The twenty-sixth annual "Swissfest" will take place on Tuesday, August 14, in
West Concord (ex-Berne), Minnesota .

	

And the annual William Tell festival once
again will be held at New Glarus over the 1979 Labor Day weekend . TellCity, IN
also holds an annual summer fest, and in Vevay, IN something is abrewing as well.
Reports on such Swiss festivals or days are welcome, and some A .H .P .S . members
might visit such nationalistic events . (Swiss "bratwursts " ARE good!!)

At the spring, 1979, " little auction" of Mrs . A . Weber-Keller in Wetzikon ZH,
a ship station cancellation from Lake Geneva, "Bouveret Lac," of 1901, and es-
timated at SFr . 100 ., was sold for SFr . 320 ., plus 10% commission ; and a semi-
official postal card with added imprinting for the opening of the Simplon
tunnel (1905), in blue, fetched SFr . 280 ., plus 10% -- 130 Fr . more than estimated.
And a single franking of a 1938 3 Fr . "symbolic scenes" stamp on an airmail
cover to the USA brought SFr . 120 plus 10% instead of the expected SFr . 30 . (The
catalogue value of the stamp off cover is SFr . 5 .) . Is collecting of cancella -
tions really such a stupid thing (as some collectors would like to have it )?

The overwhelming desire at owning a motorized vehicle ( . . .vroom, vrrooommm) has
produced severe and deep inroads in the number of passengers on many Swiss rail-
way lines, to the point that the Swiss Federal Railways lost 622 million (about
$ 390 million) in 1978 .

	

This in spite of the fact that gasoline now costs an
average of SFr . 1 .05 per liter, or US $ 2 .15 per gallon . . .which is offset by
cars going up to 40 miles per gallon . -- The Federal Railways' dim or precari -
ous situation led to studies which lines to abandon ; but the Federal Council,
after hearing all arguments, decided NOT to eliminate, at this time, any lines
by replacing them with buses . But methods of rationalization are being studied
for all lines, especially the principal deficit producers : Herzogenbuchsee-Lyss
(via Solothurn), Rüti (ZH)-Bauma, St .Maurice - St .Gingolph,

Sissach-Läufelfingen-Olten, and Etzwilen-Winterthur. It is sad to see practically empty trains
whizzing by while you are caught in a traffic jam ; but how to educate people??

According to Stamp Quest  magazine

	

(April 1979) residents of Switzerland have
the satisfaction of knowing that a letter mailed anywhere in the country on any
day will be delivered anywhere else in the country on the same or on the next
day (Saturdays and Sundays excepted), thanks to the efficient Swiss PTT (posts,
telephone, and telegraph) . Moreover, in Switzerland every child writing to
Santa Claus received a reply from the PTT, plus usually a gift of one or more at-
tractive stamps!

Beginner collectors in the A .H .P .S . should consider the acquisition of a most
helpful and important tome, published by the APS : Fundamentalsof Philately,
unabridged edition, by L .N . and M . Williams ; 672 pages, $ 20 . (APS members re -
ceive 20% discount). Order from APS Natl. HQ., POB 800, State College PA 16801.

Your editor pro-tem was named second prize winner in the APS' 1978 "My Favorite

Cover" competition . Since the item concerned a Swiss ''military'' cover, it is re-
produced in this issue, annotated as it was in the American 	 Philatelist. (Please

no lawsuit, Mr . Sine!)

	

MORAL : If I

	

can do it, so can you . Send YOUR favorite

cover story to TELL (or to APS if you prefer .)
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In the advertising pages of this issue you will find a reservation form for
the Philadelphia hotel where SEPAD 1979 is going to be held . If you want a
single room then detach the form, put in an envelope and mail it directly to
the hotel .

	

If you would like to share a hotel room with another A .H .P .S . mem -
ber then please mail the form to A .H .P .S . SEPAD '79 hotel room coordinator
W .M . (Marty) Watson, 1106 Cowpath Rd., HATFIELD PA 19440 . He is ready to try
to save you some money by bunching you up in hotel rooms. Enclose 1 day's fee.

SEPAD '79 . Please note that, because of a slight time conflict, the A .H .P .S.
meeting on Saturday will not begin until 2 :30 p .m . -- And Harlan Stone, our
vice-president and SEPAD coordinator advises that he will mail one day passes
to the first nine A .H .P .S . members who agree (NO WEASELING OUT!) to man SEPAD's
A .H .P .S . booth for continuous stretches of two hours . Send Harlan (address on
the second page of this issue) THREE time choices from the following : Friday

11-1, 1-3, 3-5, 5-7, 7-8 ; Saturday 10-12, 12-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-7 ; Sunday 10-12,
12-2, 2-4.

In the 22d Lenz auction (7700 Singen, Germany) a very unusual Liechtenstein
entire was offered : a picture postcard with a private hotel marking from Gaf -
lei (nothing unusual), bearing a 10h Austrian emperor stamp (nothing special
either), but canceled in Vaduz not with the normally used date strike . Instead
a dateless straightline marking was used to obliterate the stamp, once right
side up, and once upside down, reading FRANCO -- an extremely unusual marking.
Minimum bid was DM 1500 ($750 .) . . Realization not yet known.

A .H .P .S . dealer member Ed Chalfant comments very negatively (that makes two of
us) on philatelic investment companies -- all self-declared know-alls -- and
warns that their great knowledge is at least highly suspicious . This is par-
ticularly true if these outfits peddle modern stamps or "rarities ." Ed belie -
ves that only nineteenth century material (which IS scarce or rare in many in-
stances) or materials from before World War II are worth a look for invest -
ors . . .and your editor in addition regrets that there ARE such investor advis-
ers altogether (and devoted followers) because in the long run these investors
and gum lovers will drive the true philatelist away from stampcollecting, once
all good and better things will be locked up in vaults (where they may deteri-
orate unless kept properly humidified, etc .) or in museums where they will be
forever removed from being owned by a COLLECTOR . Sad that it had to come to
this ; but speculation is an old human non-virtue.

From the Swiss Tourist Office in New York 10020 (c/o Swiss Center, 608 Fifth
Avenue) or from 250 Stockton Street, San Francisco CA 91408, you may request
the 1979 Tourist Guide to Swiss Hotels . -- The best news in that book was that
most prices remained the same as in 1978 . Of a total of over 250,000 tourist
accommodation rooms, or beds, over 100,000 can be had at less than $16 .50 a
night, including breakfast, service charge, and taxes .

	

Guides to approximate
meal and general travel costs are also included .

	

Avoid the two intercontinent -
al airport cities of Geneva and Zürich -- they are among the most expensive in
world .

	

Likewise, . avoid staying in the top name resorts and stay in Saas Fee
or Grächen instead of Zermatt ; Silvaplana or Zuoz instead of St .Moritz ; Saanen
instead of Gstaad ; Chermignon or Montana village instead of Crans sur Sierre;
or Tesserete, Brissago or Tenero instead of Locarno or Lugano, and visit the
international "watering holes" during the day only .

	

You might even get more
"native" Swiss food in those other places than the same, international cuisine
and half stale sandwiches often associable with certain hotel chains!

The A .H .P .S . ' non-existing Midwest Chapter met at your editor's and had a 100%
better attendance than the previous one ; but even so it was still a tiny show,
and if not one member each had come from Switzerland, Milwaukee, and mid-Illi-
nois, the meeting would have died from underoccupancy . As we observed before:
Midwesterners may not like company, nor discussions on stamp matters, nor the
looking at of prize-winning exhibits . BUT WHAT IN BLAZES DO YOU WANT?????????
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THE FISCHER POST (1575-1832) ; II . By Jean-Pierre Haldi, Transi . by Rob . Zeigler

The Commercial Directorate of Zurich
was unable, despite all its efforts and
a struggle which lasted nearly twenty
years, to prevent Fischer's development
of a route from Bern to Balsthal (SO),
Brugg, and Schaffhausen . This route, to
the detriment of the city on the Limmat,
absorbed the profitable transit mail
from the Southern German states to
France and vice-versa, and that for Switzer-
land as well.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FISCHER POST

Beat Fischer, not content with having
organized a flawless and far flung post-
al service in the important Republic of
Bern, after 1686 strove to extend it far
beyond the borders .

	

In 1687, he tried
to reroute mail between Germany and Ita-
ly by way of Geneva, Savoy and the Mont
Cenis pass . Hostile toward the ambitions
of Louis XIV, Fischer planned to use the
right bank of the Rhine to improve post-
al communications between the Low

Countries and northern Italy, across the Alps

In 1688 Fischer contrived with the chief
of posts in Zurich, Caspar v .Muralt, to
organize a Joint, mounted courier post
over the St . Gotthard pass, and in 1680 he concluded a treaty with the postal
director of Franche-Comté (north of the Republic of Bern) which thenceforth
assured him transport for mail originating in and destined for France .

	

Until
he was able to use the St . Gotthard route, Fischer temporarily sent his cou -
riers through the Splügen pass (Grisons) thus attempting to break the Swiss
forest cantons' opposition to his St . Gotthard route .

	

He then evicted his
competitors on the Great St . Bernard pass route and placed a trusted
associate in charge of developing the postal run from (Bernese) Lausanne to Turin

(Torino) . After Marie of Orléans-Longueville became Princess of Neuchâtel, he
received, in 1695, the monopoly over the posts in that principality .

	

In the
same year he signed a contract with the Low Countries, the Elector of Bran -
denburg, and the Princes of Thurn and Taxis for the exchange of mail between
England, the Low Countries, and the Empire on one side and Piedmont and Savoy
on the other -- a very profitable addition to his enterprises .

	

Fischer also
pursued his plans for the St . Gotthard route .

	

Untiringly, he negotiated with
the Forest Cantons, the Corriere Maggiore of Milan, and the Corrieri Veneti
and finally succeeded, with the cooperation of his own sons and that of
Caspar v. Murait and Daniel v. Orelli, Zurich's postal directors, in starting

the St . Gotthard post and in opening a post office in Luzern . This was the
culmination of Beat Fischer's efforts to improve postal connections between
the Swiss cantons and the countries separated from them and their northern
neighbors by the barrier of the Alps .

	

It would also be his last great achie-
vement, because Beat Fischer died suddenly in 1698, at 57, a few months be-
fore the Valaisan Diet subleased to the Fischer posts all transit rights
through its territories and over the Simplon pass .
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BEAT FISCHER AS PERSONALITY

Beat Fischer was born in
1641 and was baptized May
23 in the Bern cathedral.
He was the third child of
Beat senior, bailiff of
Bipp, and of Esther
Tribolet. Nothing is known of
Beat Fischer's youth ; but
as an adolescent he had
the chance to study langu-
ages in Geneva, and later
he probably studied law.
In 1667 he married Euphro -
sine Wurstemberger by whom
he had three sons and four
daughters . Contrary to pa -
trician custom he did not
serve in a foreign count-
ry's army, nor did he en-
ter the diplomatic service.
He sought to become a ma -
gistrate, becoming a mem -

ber of the Council of 200 in 1673 and secretary to the treasurer of Bern's Al-
lemanic Region (the republic's German speaking part).

After having created the Bernese postal service, he served as Bern's director
of the Mint until 1681, established a building for a tennis-like game (after
the Parisian model) and a riding school, and founded a newspaper that would
later become the famous Gazette de Berne.
In 1680 he accepted appointment as bailiff
of Wangen and in 1683 he bought the castle
of Reichenbach, outside of Bern, which he
transformed and embellished . He gave free
postal privileges to Huguenot refugee vic -
tims of the Revocation of the Edict of Nan
tes and built a large edifice for his post
on Hormansgasse (now Postgasse) in Bern.
Lettered, cultivated, a man of initiative
and large vision, Fischer became a member
of Bern's "inner Council of State" in 1695
and continued to occupy numerous public
offices . He even proposed to make Franche-
Comté a new Swiss canton!

Having created and organized the postal
system in an exemplary way, Fischer had
more than the simple satisfaction of see-
ing it work . He saw his efforts crowned by
the recognition from Emperor Leopold l who
in 1680 conferred upon him the hereditary
title of Knight of the Empire, with an
enlargement of his family crest, the right
to add "de Reichenbach" to his name and
the title of "Postmaster of the Occidental
Austrian Territories . " Fischer also was
recognized by the Elector-Prince of Bran -

denburg, Frederick-William, who decorated
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him with the "Ordre pour la Générosité ."

THE FISCHER POST IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

After the death of Beat v . Fischer, his three sons, Beat-Rudolf, Samuel, and
Heinrich-Friedrich, who were already associates in their father's work, con -
tinued to direct the postal system until the expiration of the original con-
tract in 1700 . Bern then tried to run the posts for its own profit, but the
effort failed miserably, and in 1708, after the three sons of Beat v .Fischer
had been running the Bernese posts without any contract, they were again en-
trusted with providing Bern's postal service . However, they now had to pay
the state a yearly sum for the privilege .

	

In the meantime the Fischers had
not been idle . They had expressed interest (in vain) in leasing the entire
Austrian postal monopoly, leased the imperial (Thurn & Taxis) post offices at
Basel and Schaffhausen, and had begun to organize the postal system of the
Kingdom of Wurttemberg . They improved postal connections, signed important
contracts with neighboring countries, and developed transportation over the
Alpine passes in a way that assured the transit of mail between France,
Germany and Italy.

The grandsons of Beat v .Fischer induced the Bernese Republic to improve the
road network, which permitted them to introduce, gradually, a coach service
between Bern and Zurich (1735), Bern and Basel (1738), Geneva, Zurich and
Schaffhausen (1740), and Bern and Neuchatel (1751) . This provided
improvement of the connections between the major cities of Switzerland, to the point
that in 1778 there existed postal coach and cartage service four tim
on the lines of Bern-Lausanne-Geneva, Bern-Aarberg-Neuchât-
Balsthal-Basel, Bern-Aarau(-Zurich), Bern-Luzern, and Bern-Thun.

THE FISCHER POST IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

The fall of the old Swiss Confederation in 1798 brought about, at least theo-
retically, the momentary suppression of the Fischer Post . The Gazette de Berne

ceased to appear . In July, 1799, all Swiss posts were put under a newly cent -
ralized direction which was unable, however, to compensate the Fischer Posts
for two million francs lost as a result of the termination of the contract.
The Fischers thus continued to control the Bernese throughout the occupation
period . After the Mediation Acts restored previous postal rights to the old
cantons in 1803, however, they lost their monopoly in the former Bernese ter -
ritory but now Canton of Vaud and in the old provinces now belonging to the
new Canton of Aargau, and in 1806 also in Neuchatel . They retained their mo-
nopoly in the cantons of Bern, Fribourg and Solothurn until 1832 . For various
periods they also held the monopoly (or leased it) in other cantons : Geneva
from 1815 to 1830 ; Uri from 1804 to 1810 ; Unterwalden from 1811 to 1832;
Valais from 1814 to 1821, and in the new Bernese territories of the Jura (ex-
Bishopric of Basel) from 1815 to 1832 . Beginning in 1820 they introduced daily
or even twice-a-day mail-coach service on the main routes of the territories
which they served.

THE SUDDEN END OF THE FISCHER POST
The last postal monopoly contract between the Bernese Republic and the Fischer
Post was signed April 21, 1820, to run for a period of twelve years . At the
beginning of March, 1830, the Fischers took the necessary steps to renew the
contract . The petition was signed by eleven administrators, all with the
surname "Fischer ." However, in the meantime the political situation was deteri -
orating . The July Revolution in Paris encouraged the Bernese liberals to in-
sist on a new constitution . This document was accepted on July 31, 1831, and
the old patrician government, with its mayor and partner in the postal ad-
ministration, Emanuel-Friedrich v .Fischer, was forced to resign on October
21, 1831 .
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Matters worsened seriously for the Fischers when the liberals, now a majority
in the Grand Council, sought to remove the last patricians from public office.
They began by putting the army and the church to the test, forcing officers
and clergymen to swear allegiance to the new constitution . The patrician of-
ficers, 73 in number, refused the oath and were dismissed on the spot . With
this victory in hand, the new government which coveted the postal receipts
and frowned on seeing the mails in the hands of patricians, forced the
Fischers to take the same oath. They were evasive and tried to negotiate instead.
But when faced with an ultimatum on May 11, 1832, they refused the oath.

Citing the Fischers' attitude, the liberal government refused to renew their
contract, and by a decision of June 14, 1832, the regime directed its own
finance department to establish a government-run postal service as of August
1 of the same year.

The Fischers insisted on the payment of an indemnity, and after painful and
lengthy efforts they received 120,000 old francs in compensation for their
more important equipment and fifty-one post horses . Discontent, they brought
a suit against the finance department . By a judgment of October 26, 1838, the
plaintiffs' case was dismissed, however'.

Several members of the Fischer family who were involved in the conservative
plot at the Erlach House (1832) were exiled from Bern as a result . The ex-
mayor and postal administrator, Emanuel-Friedrich Fischer, even was condemned
to two years in prison at Thorberg castle which did not prevent him though,
once the revolutionary torment had passed, from sitting once again, beginning
in 1850, on the Grand Council as a representative of Bern's conservative
party.

This was the sad end of the Fischer post, a gigantic achievement created by a
man of genius, Beat Fischer, and continually renewed and improved by five ge-
nerations of administrators, secretaries-general, and postal superintendents.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS (courtesy of the PTT Museum inBern):
Beat Fischer von Reichenbach (1641 -1698) as member of the Lesser Council.
Oil portrait by Johann Rudolf Huber . (Private ownership)

Mail-coach of the Fischer Post in front of the postal building on Hormansgasse
(now Postgasse) in Bern, around 1820 . Water color by W . Eggimann, around 1930
(PTT Museum).

Proclamation confirming the renewal of the postal monopoly contract between
the Republic of Bern and the Fischer Post, dated May 31, 1780 . (PTT Museum)

Signboard of the Fischer post office in Aarburg, eighteenth century . (Private
ownership)

Arms of the Fischer v . Reichenbach family.

The Reichenbach (Riquebac ; Richenbach) castle near Zollikofen, outside of Bern,
in 1742 . Engraving by J .-L . Nöthiger (PTT Museum)

THE POSTMARK THAT WASN'T (OR WILL IT BE AFTER ALL, YET . . .?)
The official day and celebration of sovereignty of Switzer-
land's new Canton du Jura, May 11, 1979, never tookplace, and
the special cancellation was never put into official use . Why?
The "rams," or local hotheads who want the whole Jura, even
after the elections went against them, refused to welcome or
guarantee safety for that federal councillor who had the guts
of calling one of theirs a liar .and distorter of facts . The
new government claimed inability for security ; thus: "phfft."
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THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUE, 1882-1907 ; AN OVERVIEW ; III . By Edmund C.Walton

"From the preparation of the first issue there are known imperforate die or
plate proofs in black, on white card, with very fine engraving, of the 20c,
25c, 30c, 40c, 50c, 1 Fr and 3 Fr denominations . The new design of the 1906,
25c value exists as a die proof in black on thick white card, imperforate
sheet plate proofs in black on thick cartridge paper, and plate proofs in a
washy orange shade on laid watermarked paper . ---- Prior to the adoption of
this design, there were two essays with different but slightly smaller fig -
ures than the adopted design, and there are known imperforate proofs in blue ." 6

It is interesting to note that the style of this unaccepted design is quite
similar to the revised die (Type II) for the 40c value . Plate proofs of this
40c Type II are known in black on cardboard.

Because of the method of producing the printing plates and the hand press
printing methods in use during the time of this issue in its earlier years,
one finds a large number of varieties throughout the life of this issue.

As a result of wear of the printing plates,
the impression developed lightly inked areas.
To restore such worn parts on the plate, or
to repair damage, the plates were reengraved
as needed .

	

It is possible to follow the pro-
gressive development of plate wear and the
subsequent reengravings . Mechanical damage
such as cracks on printing plates is another
source of unique identifiability of indi-
vidual cliches.

The formation of a collection containing re-
presentative examples of these various plate
faults and retouches is a great challenge . It
is still possible to come up with interesting
finds, but generally the material is greatly
sought after and
commands high
prices.

An excellent text
dealing with the
printing of the
Standing Helvetia

has recently been
published by Zumstein & Cie ., in Bern . It is en-
titled Uber den Druckprozess und die Abarten der
Stehenden Helvetia,	 1882-1907, and was written by
Georges Valko .7

In the pursuit of plate faults and retouches it
is only too easy to let one's imagination fill in
missing details . It helps to have a good light, a
powerful magnifier and a skeptical attitude ; but
it is just as easy to completely overlook a very
serious plate fault or retouch!

6L. Moore, "Proofs, Trials and Essays." Helvetia
Newsletter, December 1969 - February 1970.

7Georges Valko, Über denDruckprozess unddieAbartender
"StehendenHelvetia"1882 -1907. Bern: Zumstein & Cie .,
1978.
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MINT STAMPS

As with the issues of this period from other coun -
tries, good mint examples of the Standing Helvetia
issue are becoming more and more difficult to find.
The prices reflect this situation and they have ap-

preciated handsome -
ly over the last
few years . Since
1971 the cost of
the six basic val-
ues of the first
issue of 1882, perf.
11 3/4, has increas-
ed more than four-
fold.

The earlier issues
had a rather thick
gum applied by hand
which tended to cause
the paper to curl and
make it fragile . Late'
machine gumming resulted in thinner, more
uniform gum application, with fewer adverse ef-
fects.

PERFINS

The Postal Admini-
stration officially
permitted the use
of perforated ini-

tials on stamps, for control and security purposes.

8Ganz/Hürlimann/Enschedé, Perfins 	 of Switzerland . Devon, PA , 1972 .

on commercial mail, on
April 22, 1876 . When
the Standing Helvetia
issue appeared, the use
of perfins was well
established among bus -
iness firms .

	

Relati-
vely few examples have
survived, however, one
reason being that such
stamps were long re -
garded as damaged and
were thereforediscarded.

A search for perfins

among this issue can
provide a lot of fun,
but is certainly not
easy . Most Swiss perf -
ins have now been ca -
talogued although the
firm of origin for
many still has to be
identified .

	

If pos-
sible, perfins should
be collected on cover
to allow identification .



Dear Members,
Sorry to bombard you with all of the prices realized at one time

but my letter containing the results arrived too late to make last months '
issue.

Here are some really nice lots to wet your bidding appetite during
the summer months ahead . Listed here is such a variety of material that
no matter what your collecting specialty is, there is surely something
of interest.

Preliminary receipts show that in the Fall we will be having one of
the largest K, Z & S auctions to date . Please write first before sending
as I have already received quite a bit of this material.

The closing date for Auction #37 will be September 25, 1979.
For this auction 1 Sfr = .60¢ U .S .

	

Regards,
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RECURRING VARIETIES ON SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS

A Translation of pages 193-94 of the Zumstein Spezialkatalog
Schweiz/Liechtenstein	 1978, presented in TELL with the express permission of the publisher,
 Mr. Max Hertsch, A . H . P . S . member.

Three principal stamp printing techniques are used in the production of the
modern postage stamps of Switzerland : typography (letter press) ; recess en-
graving (intaglio) ; and roto-(photo- or helio-) gravure . All can develop, dur-
ing a printing run, small flaws resulting in varieties .

	

Most of these flaws
happen accidentally, and their general appearance is typical for the respec -
tive printing method .

	

Theoretically -- and in most instances also actually --
such small flaws can occur on every postage stamp issue .

	

Thus the variety,
"spots with colorless frame ; dots, or small lines," listed below as "Variety
2" in the typographed issues guide, has its origin in very tiny specks or bits
of dust, lint, or other foreign matter that attach themselves to either the
printing plate or the paper and then, in the course of printing, produce the
flaw(s) .

	

Most often this kind of variety disappears after showing up on a few
sheets, or certainly after the next cleaning of the plates.

In order to keep the Zumstein "Specialized" manageable, well organized and
uncluttered, the editors decided to disregard listings of such minor varieties
after each individual stamp, or issue, but are listing these varieties (ever-
recurring flaws) below, separated by printing technique .

	

Very obvious or spe -
cific varieties, however, such as the Tell boy with colored face (Z.103/A11)
on the 5 cts . issue of 1907, have been retained as separate listings under the
respective, regular catalogue number . So as not to confuse other listings of
varieties with the general and small flaw varieties, the small, recurring var -
ieties are uniformly listed as 1 through 8 ; and those listed under individual
entries always commence with "9", continuing to as high a number as needed.

The listings below apply to regular issues from 1907 to the present ; to semi-
postals, airmails, and official and service stamp issues.

RECURRING SMALL VARIETIES OF THE STAMPS PRINTED BY TYPOGRAPHY COMMAND, DEPEND -
ING UPON OBVIOUSNESS OF THE FLAW, THE FOLLOWING SURCHARGES TO THE BASIC VALUE:

1. Color spots, dots, lines ; colorless spots, dots, or lines1 Fr . 0 .50- 30.
2. Color spots, dots, or lines surrounded by a colorless area

	

0 .50- 30.
3. Misregistered background color, or misregistered colors in

multicolored stamps

	

0 .50- 25.
4. Interrupted lines, broken figures or letters

	

0 .50- 10.
5. Light to very prominent kiss prints, or offsets on reverse

	

5 .00- 75.
6. Paper folds incurred during printing

	

5 .00- 75.
7. Missed perforations ("blind teeth")

	

2 5 .00
8. Printed on a paper paste-up (separating into 2 parts if washed) ' 50 .-150.

RECURRING SMALL VARIETIES PRINTED BY RECESS ENGRAVING (INTAGLIO) COMMAND THESE
SURCHARGES:

1 .

	

Color

	

spots,

	

dots,

	

lines ;

	

colorless

	

spots,

	

dots,

	

or

	

lines ;

	

in -
terrupted

	

lines ;

	

broken

	

figures

	

or

	

letters

	

Fr . 0 .50- 25.
2 . Streaky

	

lines

	

or

	

printing

	

(caused

	

by wiping	 cloth); toned	 paper 0 .50- 20.
3 . Misregistered

	

background

	

color,

	

or misregistered

	

colors 0 .50- 25.
4 . Thick,

	

or

	

very

	

pointed

	

(narrow)

	

corner

	

perforation

	

(coil
stamps) 3 8 .00

5 . Light

	

to very

	

prominent offsets 5 .00- 50.
6 . Paper

	

folds

	

incurred

	

during

	

printing 5 .00- 35.
7 . Missed

	

perforations

	

("blind

	

teeth") 5 .00

8 . Printed

	

on

	

a

	

paper

	

paste-up

	

(in

	

two

	

parts) 2 50 .00-150 .
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RECURRING SMALL VARIETIES OF STAMPS PRINTED BY ROTO- OR PHOTO-GRAVURE COMMAND
THESE PRICE SURCHARGES, DEPENDING UPON OBVIOUSNESS AND/OR BASIC PRICE:

1. Color spots, dots, lines ; colorless spots, dots, or lines 	 SFr .0 .50- 10.
2. Streaky lines , or hazy printing

	

0 .50- 35.
3. Misregistered background color, or misregistered colors

	

0 .50- 25.
4. Interrupted (broken) lines, letters, or figures

	

0 .50-

	

7 .50
5. Light to very prominent kiss prints, or offsets on reverse

	

5 .00-125.
6. Thin, pointed perforation . tooth (coils ; every twelfth row of

stamps) 3	 8 .00
7. Missed perforations ("blind teeth")

	

5 .00
8. Printed on a paper paste-up (in two parts) 2	50 .00-150.

'These errors are found in any printing process . In typography they usually re -
sult from extraneous accidents (foreign matter falling on the printing plate,
badly mixed printing ink, etc .) Similar errors can occur in roto/photo-gravure,
showing up as small etching flaws in the same place [because of minute damage
to a color screen] . Roto/photo-gravure stamps in particular can have great num-
bers of such

	

my varieties ; this prompted the catalogue editors to produce this
"general" listing.

2 Such varieties occur on stamps printed on a repaired or joined roll of paper
which escaped postal control (cf . Berner Briefmarkenzeitung [BBZ] 1939, p .45)

3 For all issues of stamps produced from an endless roll of paper (coil stamps)
there are stamps in a wider or longer than normal format, with a very thick,
prominent perforation tooth at top or at bottom (in the 1939 Expo Zurich issue
at the side) . These tooth varieties result from tiny variations in the feeding
of the paper through the press which in turn results in minimal differences in
applying the perforation machinery . (Narrow or thin teeth -- pointed -- result
from the same, though converse occurrence .) [Cf. BBZ, 1943, p .76 ; and 1964,p .79 .]

BEWARE OF THESE FAKES !! Report from Georges Schild, Secretary o, theExperts
Commission of the Association of Swiss Stamp Societies

Of late quite a few false overprints have been put into circulation which pre-
tend to be United Nations, European Office issues (Zumstein D VII, 1 - 20) . The
source of these fakes has not yet been located ; but the majority of these false
items have been offered by way of Canada and the United States . We show below
an enlarged reproduction of both the authentic and the false overprints so that
collectors may be properly warned as well as cognizant of the recognition fac-
tors . The false overprints may best be recognized as follows:

1. The fake overprints
are of a very glossy
black (the originals are
considerably less glossy

2. The overprint (fake)
is generally thicker and
somewhat squashed and
irregular;

3. The . fakes' letters NA, ..ES & ..PEEN are partially joined; originals are cleaner;

4. For used fakes, stamps with cancellations from all over Switzerland were uti-
lized . Originals, with rarest exceptions, saw use in Geneva only and thus they
can really only exist with GENEVE cancellations.

The Association of Swiss Stamp Societies' task force against falsifications
warns collectors from acquiring such unauthentic items and announces that it
will take legal action against producers, distributors, and sellers of such
falsified materials .
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS; 3 . Serialization, for

TELL, of the A .H .P .S . Slide Show (available through A .P.S .(, by HarlanF. Stone

SWISS - FRENCH TREATY MAIL, 1818 - 28

Because Swiss officials in the Swiss
cantons often failed to mark letters
bound for France with the place of or -
igin, France finally required, by Royal
Ordinance in 1818, that there be pre-
payment to its border on all mail from
Switzerland .

	

In the lower left corner
of the cover at left (1819 letter from
Neuchatel) appears a postage paid mark
saying FRANCO PONTARLIER . This Swiss
mark means that the letter was paid to
the French exchange office at Pontar -
lier . The French office applied the
boxed transit mark "SUISSE PAR PONTAR -
LIER," indicating that the letter en-
tered France from Switaerland by way
of Pontarlier .

	

The manuscript figure
"6" in the center of the cover is the

amount in French decimes due at the letter's destination (Mülhausen, Alsatia)
for the French part of its journey.

SWISS - FRENCH TREATY MAIL, 1828 - 45

France again agreed to accept letters without prepayment to its border in a
series of new postal treaties with five Swiss cantons in 1828 and 1829 . _

The Swiss treaty canton
established exchange of
fices, which stamped al
letters with accounting
marks showing the am -
ounts of postage that
France owed them for
forwarding the letters
as far as her border.
This 1829 letter from
Geneva bears, in the
upper left corner, a
postage due accounting
mark applied by the
Fischer post at its ex-
change office in
Geneva. The "F.F.4." stands
for Fischer-Ferney,
meaning that Fischer
forwarded the letter to
the French exchange of -
fice at Ferney, with 4 kreuzers due Fischer . The handstamped "2", applied by.
the French office at Ferney, is a postage accounting conversion mark, indi -
cating that France would return two decimes to the Fischer post.

NOTE : photographs for all A .H .P .S . show slides were prepared by William
Weitzmann, A . H . P . S . member from Pennsylvania .
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What Frugality!!
by FelixGanz

My favorite cover cost a dime twelve
years ago . It does not even have a
stamp, and it is creased, torn from
overuse, and slightly water-damaged.
Why would anyone in his right mind
want to consider this a "favorite
cover'"! Well, to me, it also shows in an
almost wondrous way the frugality of a
period now past.

In its two and a half years of use, this
cover was sent on twelve one-way trips
by regular mail, each trip a distance of
more than ten miles . Apparently it was

returned to the sender each time,
perhaps inside a smaller envelope,
which would explain the crease.

The cover is a Swiss military free
frank envelope, peacetime variety. It
was prepared by the military
authorities of the Canton of Bern to be
used by army agents reporting changes
among the ranks of local Swiss
soldiers . The reports were sent to the
district command office — in this case,
Biel.

The agent responsible for my cover
was the section chief in Seedorf, a small

town in Switzerland's relatively flat
central plain . Over a period of thirty-
two months, this agent made twelve
reports . These were dated, respectively,
August 10, 1933 ; October 26, 1933;
February 8, 1934 ; August 27, 1934;
January 4, 1935 ; March 12, 1935 : May
2, 1935 : June 24, 1935 ; October 9,
1935 ; December 10, 1935 : February 21,
1936; and April 2, 1936 — and the
same envelope was used each time!

It was posted the first time in Wiler
bei Seedorf, a town one and a half miles

away . Three times it received the old

Seedorf bei Aarberg marking, with
bars in the two semi-circles, and eight
times it was postmarked with the new
Seedorf cancel put into use in early
1935 . Following each one of these
twelve trips, someone meticulously
crossed out — in blue, red, or black
crayon — the most recent marking.
What frugality!

(Reproduced from The
American Philatelist,
June, 1978, p .589-96.
from their series "My
Favorite Cover")

AWARDS FOR A .H .P .S . MEMBERS

Charles LaBlonde reports that he was given a diploma at STAMPEX, London ( ' 79)
for an exhibit of Swiss Transit Marks, and he was runner-up in the British
Helvetia Society's annual Moore Trophy for postal history competition, with an

exhibit on GenevaP .D.cancellations . In addition, he was awarded the Dorothy
Colby Award from the American Philatelic Congress (literature competition).

Alexander Newall also placed second in the British Helvetia Society's OTHER
annual competition, with an airmail exhibit . (Mrs . Rawnsley WON both awards).

Ken Barlow reports the Swiss results from PIPEX '79, in New Westminster, B .C .,

a national rated show . Felix Ganz won the grand award, the AHPS and the APS
medals, and a gold, as well as the right to compete in APS' Champion of
Champions Competition at StAmPShow 1979 in Boston, with his Pre-Confederation
Switzerland,	 1748-1848 . -- J .P .Taylor received a vermeil and a special award
for his Switzerland,	 1792to date ; and Ken Barlow took home a bronze medal for

his Switzerland -- Some Special	 IssuePostal	 Stationery . A fourthexhibition
hand cancels of Swiss hotels, apparently did not receive an award .
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INDEX TO 1977 TELL (VOLUME III), By R . T . Hall, A.H.P.S .
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